


Hello everyone,

A lot has changed since our last 
issue two weeks ago. Large parts of 
the world are currently in lockdown 
to help ‘flatten the curve’ of the 
COVID-19 pandemic. It’s a very 
strange time and we hope you’re 
keeping well, wherever you may find 
yourself right now.

Here at Swipe, our entire writing staff 
is currently self-isolating – though 
as most of us are work-from-home 
types already, the change isn’t as 
significant as you might expect!

Around the world, iPhone and 
iPads are helping people cope with 
these new difficulties, and we find 
ourselves well placed to offer advice 
on how apps can make life more 
bearable when you’re stuck indoors.

As such, we’ve delayed part two of 
our Apple Watch apps roundup to 
bring you a choice selection of apps 
to help make the most of this new 
and unexpected downtime. Check 
out the Reviews section for that.

We also have some How-to articles 
tailored to time at home, with a guide 
to the biggest video conferencing 
apps out there as well as tips for a 
great creative challenge you can do 
with your whole family.

Elsewhere, it’s business as usual. 
If you want a break from all this 
Coronavirus chat, be sure to read our 
main Feature which covers the ten 
ways iPad has changed everything 
since it was launched ten years ago.  
I can barely believe it’s been around a 
full decade already!

That’s all for now. A sincere thank you 
for sticking with Swipe – we hope 
you find our publication helpful, 
insightful, and fun during this difficult 
time. Who knows what the world will 
be like in other two weeks, but we’ll 
see you there!

Stay safe, and stay home if you can.

Tom Rolfe 
Editor-in-Chief
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iOS 13.4 update

Big update adds iPad cursor 
support and more

Apple has just launched iOS 13.4 and 
iPadOS 13.4 with some pretty tasty new 
features.

Most notably for iPad users is the 
addition of a proper “trackpad mode” 
to iPadOS. This means you’ll be able to 
connect a mouse or trackpad accessory 
and use it to operate the device.

Rudimentary cursor support has existed 
for a while as an accessibility feature, 
but this change improves the feature 
and brings it to the masses. Apple says it 
won’t work the same way as the cursor 
on a Mac – instead, it has reimagined 
the interface, “giving customers an all-
new way to interact with their iPad.” The 
trackpad supports existing Multi-Touch 
gestures, too.

This is great news for anyone who needs 
a bit more control to get serious work 
done on the iPad – editing documents 
and selecting text should be much easier 
with a trackpad or mouse than it ever 
was before. This change comes ahead 
of the introduction of Apple’s Magic 
Keyboard accessory in May, which 
comes with a built-in trackpad. But any 
Bluetooth or USB accessory should work 
just fine for now.

Head over to the How-To section for a 
guide on how to set this up.

That’s not all, though. In addition to 
the trackpad support for iPad, this 
latest update also adds iCloud Drive 
folder sharing – a Dropbox-like feature 
originally promised for last year. Apple 
has also unveiled Universal Purchases, 
giving developers the option to allow 
a single purchase to cover apps across 
all Apple platforms, even macOS. And 
if you’re a fan of Memoji stickers, you’ll 
be pleased to see a bunch of new ones 
added to the mix.

Of course, there are the usual smaller 
fixes too – and we’re expecting 
performance improvements after iOS 
13.4 spent longer than usual being beta 
tested before this public release. It’s a 
good thing, too, as iOS 13 originally 
launched with a surprising number of 
bugs last September. Even if the features 
above don’t appeal to you, updating is 
always a good idea for the bug fixes and 
security improvements that come with 
each revision.

To get iOS 13.4 or iPadOS 13.4, simply 
follow the instructions in Settings > 
General > Software Update. Then 
simply follow the instructions to 
download and install the update.  n



New Apple Products

Updated iPad Pro and  
MacBook Air released

Apple was originally expected to host a 
launch event for a series of new products 
sometime in March, though Coronavirus 
has seen an end to that flight of fancy. 
Despite production delays over the 
past couple of months, Apple has just 
dropped big updates to two of its most 
popular products, the iPad Pro and 
MacBook Air. With events currently off 
the cards, both updates were unveiled 
via press release. However, there’s still 
no word on the long-rumored iPhone 9, 
which we suspect will be pushed back 
until a bit later this year.

These 2020 updates are all about 
providing extra value, with Apple’s top-
of-the-line iPad and entry-level MacBook 
both now hitting a similar price bracket. 
Both products focus on improved 
performance and better typing 
experiences, amongst other things. 
Bboth new products are available to 
order immediately from Apple.com.

Here’s everything you need to know 
about both releases.

2020 iPad Pro

The key additions to this year’s iPad 
Pro update are an ultrawide camera 
to match that of the iPhone 11, studio-
quality mics that will be a great help 
to anyone needing to record podcasts 
or make conference calls, and a 
fancy depth-sensing LiDAR scanner 
that Apple says cements the iPad’s 
lead as the “world’s best device for 
augmented reality.”

There’s also an all-new Magic 
Keyboard accessory, thankfully based 
on Apple’s recent keyboard redesign 
and not the horrendously volatile 
design of yesteryear. This keyboard 
(with built-in trackpad) is coming in 
May 2020 for a whopping $299 and 
could make this iteration of iPad Pro 
more of a PC-killer than ever.

Add to that the usual improvements 
across the board, including an 
impressive new A12Z Bionic chip at 
the heart of everything, and you’ve 
got a stunningly powerful tablet 
computer. The form factor is the same 
as ever, with iPad Pro available in 10.5-
inch and 12.9-inch variants, starting 
at $799/£769 and $999/£969 
respectively.

2020 MacBook Air

Apple has quite a confusing hierarchy 
of MacBook models, but even before 
today the Air was the best bet for 
anyone on a budget. Now it’s an even 
easier sell, boasting up to 2x faster 
performance thanks to new quad-core 
processors, and twice the storage 
capacity at every tier – starting with 
256GB.

Arguably more important than all 
that is the fact that Apple has finally 
ditched the terrible butterfly keyboard 
and added the new scissor-action 
keyboard seen in last year’s MacBook 
Pro range. It’s a lot better. 

MacBook Air starts at $999/£999 
for the basic configuration – or 
$899/£999 if you qualify for Apple’s 
education discount.  n

http://Apple.com


Apple’s COVID-19 
response

Store closures and more  
to help curb virus spread

We covered COVID-19 last issue, but it 
seems as though the virus will dominate 
the news cycle for a while longer as it 
continues to mess with our lives.

Apple recently explained some of 
the ways it’s responding to the ever 
changing threat of Coronavirus. Here’s a 
quick recap of the measures announced.

Store closures

Apple has closed nearly all its retail 
stores worldwide “until further notice”. 
Online stores remain open, as does 
customer support – but it won’t be in 
person for the time being.

This indefinite closure affects all Apple 
Stores outside Greater China, a region 
in which Coronavirus now seems to 
be in decline. China hit its peak well in 
advance of the rest of the world, but 
severe measures have helped get things 
back on track to normality. As such, its 
Apple Stores have reopened, though 
they’re still operating at reduced hours.

It’s worth noting that Apple Support 
remains open for telephone and web 
chat, where customers can still initiate 
repairs online if they have a faulty 
device. Apple has also extended its 
returns policy until its stores reopen, so 
anyone who recently made a purchase 
won’t be stuck with an unwanted 
device.

Changes for customers

Apple News has a new COVID-19 
section, offering verified reporting 
from trusted news outlets. Apple is also 
fast-tracking Coronovirus apps from 
reputable sources to keep its users on 
top of the facts.

The company is also allowing Apple 
Card owners to skip their March 
payments without being charged 
interest – but only if they apply for its 
‘Customer Assistance Program.’

WWDC reimagined

With health organizations cracking 
down on large gatherings, Apple has 
had to get creative with this year’s 
Worldwide Developers Conference 
(WWDC) in June.

The annual meetup, in which Apple is 
due to reveal iOS 14 to the world, will 
still take place – but this year WWDC will 
be entirely online, in an experimental 
new format.

Remote working

Apple is encouraging all its employees 
to work from home wherever possible, 
though many workers have reportedly 
been finding it difficult due to the 
company’s tight secrecy rules.

Hourly workers will continue to receive 
normal pay during this time, and Apple 
has expanded its leave policies to allow 
time off for extenuating personal or 
family circumstances related to the virus.

We’re sure this won’t be the last of the 
Coronavirus news – stay tuned, stay 
calm, and stay at home!  n



Around the house

Apple lists its favorite apps 
for home life

If you’re stuck in the house, the App 
Store can really help ease the pain.

Our main Feature this issue covers 
our pick of the best app to keep you 
occupied if you’re self-isolating or social 
distancing, but Apple has its own huge 
selection of app recommendations for 
working and staying at home.

Apple’s editors went in a different 
direction than we did, so there’s not 
much overlap. While we focus on 
creative apps and ways to pass the 
time, Apple has made a handful of 
suggestions for the following topics:

– Learn and study from home

– Keep in touch with loved ones

– Connect with your coworkers

– Browse breaking headlines

– Listen to the news

– Work out at home

– Your meditation station

– Soothing sounds to relax to

– Yoga for everyone

– Navigate your emotions

– Grocery shopping made easy

– Find your new go-to recipes

It’s a great, varied list and we’d 
recommend checking it out in full if 
you’re looking for inspiration.  n

https://apps.apple.com/us/story/id1502490676
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Isolation Station

Apps to make the best of  
being stuck at home 

COVID-19 continues to wreak havoc 
on countless industries, but it’s 

also forcing thousands of people into 
self-isolation. Even if you’re not in a 
high-risk group, it’s likely you’ve been 
advised to avoid non-essential travel 
and stay home wherever possible.

It’s important even for young and 
healthy people to make an effort to 
minimize the risk of spreading the virus 
to vulnerable people. As a result of 
this widespread caution, a whole lot 
of people are stuck at home with a lot 
more free time than usual.

Luckily, if you have an iPhone or iPad, 
there’s plenty you can do to pass the 
time. Whether you want to use this 
opportunity to learn a new skill, power 
through some life admin, or simply sit 
back and relax, here are ten fantastic 
apps to help while the hours away 
without going stir crazy.



If you’re forever running out of storage 
space, or you’re sick of searching 
a full-to-bursting photo library to 
find the best shots, Gemini is a 
godsend. It scans your camera roll and 
automatically picks out images you 
could probably do without: duplicates, 
blurry pictures, screenshots, photos of 
text, and so on.

It’s an incredibly efficient way to clear 
out and declutter your photo library. 
Gemini runs on a subscription model, 
but if you just want a one-time spring 
clean you can achieve a lot with the 
three-day free trial!

GEMINI PHOTOS

GEMINI PHOTOSGEMINI PHOTOS

PRICE:  FREE (IAP)    SIZE:  135 MB

Clear out your camera roll with...Clear out your camera roll with...

What are you going to do with all that 
extra storage space? Fill it back up by 
digitizing old photos, of course!

PhotoScan by Google allows you to 
quickly capture a batch of physical 
photographs for posterity, including 
clever tools to fix perspective errors 
and avoid the irritating glare usually 
associated with photos of photos – 
and unlike similar scanner apps, it’s 
completely free. So why not grab those 
old albums from the attic and take a trip 
down memory lane?

PHOTOSCAN

PHOTOSCANPHOTOSCAN

PRICE:  FREE    SIZE:  108 MB

Archive your physical albums with...Archive your physical albums with...

Procreate is a great tool for anyone 
who wants to try out digital painting – 
especially if you own an iPad and Apple 
Pencil. It’s become the app of choice 
for many professional illustrators, 
crammed to bursting with amazing 
brushes, textures, and drawing tools, 
but remains approachable even for 
rookie sketchers.

Layers allow you to build up complex 
compositions on a virtual canvas, and 
the app plays back a time-lapse of your 
process when you’re finished. And 
if you don’t have an iPad, sister app 
Procreate Pocket does a remarkable 
job of squeezing all that power onto the 
iPhone.

PROCREATE

PROCREATEPROCREATE

PRICE:  $10/£10    SIZE:  320 MB

Try sketching and painting with...Try sketching and painting with...

In recent years, adults have 
rediscovered the joys of coloring 
books. However, physical media is 
messy, and not terribly easy to carry 
around. Pigment deals with such 
problems with a digital interface that’s 
as close to the real thing as you’ll find 
on an iPhone.

You get loads of gorgeous designs to 
color, which can be zoomed in some 
way without them losing quality and 
detail. Great stuff whether you’re 
armed with a stylus or just an eager 
finger.

PIGMENT

PIGMENTPIGMENT

PRICE:  FREE (IAP)    SIZE:  162 MB

Relieve stress by coloring with...Relieve stress by coloring with...

Yousician is a distinctly game-oriented 
take on an educational pursuit. You use 
your own keyboard, guitar, ukulele or 
piano, and the app acts as a personal 
tutor, providing exercises for you to 
play along with. There’s a sense of 
fun throughout, with exercises often 
feeling like a round of Guitar Hero as 
you match chords and notes that scroll 
across the screen. (Though the piano 
lessons are a touch more conventional).

For free, you’re limited in terms of how 
much time you can play per day, with a 
subscription unlocking unlimited play.

YOUSICIAN

YOUSICIANYOUSICIAN

PRICE:  FREE (IAP)    SIZE:  278 MB

Learn to play an instrument with...Learn to play an instrument with...

https://apps.apple.com/us/app/gemini-photos-gallery-cleaner/id1277110040
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/photoscan-by-google-photos/id1165525994
https://apps.apple.com/gb/app/procreate-pocket/id916366645
https://apps.apple.com/gb/app/procreate/id425073498
https://apps.apple.com/gb/app/pigment-adult-colouring-book/id1062006344
https://apps.apple.com/gb/app/yousician-your-music-teacher/id959883039


Apple’s music-creation suite is 
remarkable in the sense it offers 
something for everyone. If you’re a 
beginner, you can play with a loop 
pad or fashion songs from ‘smart’ 
instruments.

Already immersed in songwriting? 
Then settle down for hours of fun with 
Alchemy Synth, guitar stompboxes, 
multi-track recording, and a wide-eyed 
wonder at the realization this set-up 
would have cost as much as a house 25 
years ago. Nowadays, it’s completely 
free – though it will absorb a large 
chunk of your device’s storage space.

GARAGEBAND

GARAGEBANDGARAGEBAND

PRICE:  FREE    SIZE:  1.7 GB

Make some music with...Make some music with...

Everyone has a novel in them, or so 
they say. If you’ve always fancied trying 
your hand at penning a best-seller, start 
mapping things out and writing now, 
using Scrivener.

The notion of writing on your iPhone or 
iPad might seem crazy, but it’s ideal for 
planning. Every time you get an idea, 
you can drop it into Scrivener, which 
can be used to gradually grow your 
manuscript, stash research, reorder 
chapters, and then export the lot, 
ready for hurling at the internet – or a 
publisher.

SCRIVENER

SCRIVENERSCRIVENER

PRICE:  $20/£20    SIZE:  39.8 MB

Write a novel or screenplay with...Write a novel or screenplay with...

Foldify’s roots are traditional papercraft. 
The app provides templates from basic 
geometric forms – cuboids; pyramids; 
cylinders – to the likes of cars, houses, 
and tiny arcade cabinets. These can 
be printed and then put together by 
way of deft folding and a dab of glue. 
Choose a template and you can unleash 
your decorating skills – or lack thereof.

You can import photos, scribble on 
to the template, and slap stickers 
everywhere. A 3D render of your work 
is always in view, so you have an inkling 
of what the model will look like when 
constructed.

FOLDIFY

FOLDIFYFOLDIFY

PRICE:  $3/£3    SIZE:  92.7 MB

Craft origami masterpieces with...Craft origami masterpieces with...

This workout app wants to simplify the 
process of you getting fitter. It offers 
a streamlined interface, a range of 
exercises, and options that range from 
a six-minute ‘quick’ session to the aptly 
named 30-minute ‘pain’.

The interface is fast and refined. You 
choose exercises you’re happy to do, 
a workout length, and you then get 
started. If you fancy customizing things, 
that’s available too. Stats and timers are 
built in, and workouts are saved to the 
Health app. A giant calendar complete 
with ticks for successful workouts really 
encourages you to maintain a daily 
exercise habit.

STREAKS WORKOUT

STREAKS WORKOUTSTREAKS WORKOUT

PRICE:  $4/£4    SIZE:  284 MB

Stay fit without the gym with...Stay fit without the gym with...

If all else fails, at least we have TV to rely 
on. But if you’re signed up to more than 
one streaming service, it can be a pain 
to figure out what’s on across every 
app. Apple’s TV app acts as a hub for 
your viewing habits, but some services 
aren’t compatible – and it doesn’t 
always work with those that are.

JustWatch – despite using websites as a 
go-between to open streaming apps – 
casts a wider net, consolidating nearly 
everything from Netflix, Hulu, Prime 
Video, BBC iPlayer, and more.

JUSTWATCH

JUSTWATCHJUSTWATCH

PRICE:  FREE    SIZE:  39.2 MB

Power up your TV binge with...Power up your TV binge with...

https://apps.apple.com/gb/app/garageband/id408709785
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/scrivener/id972387337
https://apps.apple.com/gb/app/foldify-create-print-fold/id1010882968
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/streaks-workout/id1044950341
https://apps.apple.com/gb/app/justwatch-movies-tv-shows/id979227482


WAKEOUT!WAKEOUT!

DEVELOPER: Andres Canella
PRICE:  Free to download

IAP:  $5/£5 monthly 
SIZE:  77.8 MB 

VERSION:  40.29

Can’t get to the gym? Wakeout will 
get you working-out in your living 
room, kitchen, and bedroom

Getting your daily workout in can be 
hard, especially if you aren’t able 

to leave home. But did you know that 
actually, your home has everything you 
need to get your heart-rate racing, burn 
calories, and build strength? Wakeout 
can show you how.

Wakeout is an iOS app packed to 
the brim with exercises you can do 
from home – or from work, while on 
the move, or when outdoors, for that 
matter. The aim of the app is to help 
regular folks fit exercise into their 
busy lives. If you can’t get to the gym, 
Wakeout can help you complete an 
all-body workout without leaving the 
house, using easy-to-follow video 
demonstrations.

In the app’s main screen, Wakeout 
separates its workouts into four groups: 
home, workplace, travel, and outdoors. 
Each group is also separated into sub-
categories: for instance, in the home 
section you can filter workouts by room 
(bedroom, kitchen, living room) or 
choose from two bonus categories – 
advanced living room workouts and 
foot massage workouts.

After you’ve picked a category, you get 
to choose the type of workout. There’s 
a good selection on offer depending 
on your mood and the length of time 
you have. You can choose between 
relaxing, energizing, intense, and 
fun workouts which span either 30 
seconds, a three-exercise short routine, 
or a five-exercise long routine. Then, 
Wakeout will present suitable exercises 
for you to choose from.

What’s nice is that you really can 
complete a varied workout in your 
home using the exercises on offer. 
Wakeout’s exercises are bodyweight-
based, meaning you don’t need 
any specialist equipment other 
than everyday home objects. In the 
bedroom category, you can pick from 
rotating bed planks, lunge get-ups, 
pillow step-overs, and more. All you 
need here is a bed to complete the 
exercises on – no gym equipment 
required!

When you complete an exercise, 
Wakeout guides you through the 
technique and times you, using haptic 
feedback as well as on-screen visuals 
to let you know when it’s time to start 
and stop. The app also tracks your 
workouts, giving you an activity level 
and counting your active minutes. 
Unfortunately though, workouts 
completed in Wakeout won’t log in 
the Health app, and no Apple Watch 
workouts quite match up to the quick-
and-dirty exercise styles encouraged 
here.

The app is also a bit buggy in its 
current release – you may find that it 
occasionally hangs and needs to be 
restarted, which can interrupt the flow 
of your workout.

Furthermore, while Wakeout is free 
to download and try for seven days, 
no free content is on offer in the app. 
Instead, you’ll need to spend $5/£5 
per month to access the app’s catalog 
of workouts – it’s all or nothing. 
Wakeout include a lot of content, 
but once you’ve learned most of the 
exercises you might be disappointed in 
the lack of regular updates.

What you get for your cash, though, is 
a solid personal trainer for completing 
workouts using everyday household 
objects. If you’re stuck at home and feel 
the need to exercise, Wakeout could be 
the perfect solution.  n

THE GOOD

A good range of workouts

Video demonstrations

Addictive progress tracking

THE BAD

No support for Health

A bit buggy

Infrequent new content

DOWNLOAD

4.0

VERDICT

Work out without  
leaving the house

REVIEW by JOE WHITE

Wakeout’s main screen

Choose your exercise

Customize your workout

Wakeout counts along

Track your progress

https://apps.apple.com/gb/app/wakeout/id1242116567


RAVERAVE

DEVELOPER: Rave Media
PRICE:  Free
IAP:  None

SIZE:  161 MB 
VERSION:  4.6.1

This app lets you watch stuff 
simultaneously with others

At the time of writing, people have 
been warned to avoid social 

gatherings the world over as we 
tackle the coronavirus pandemic. And 
while I could watch another episode 
of Love is Blind with my partner while 
continuing to question which one of 
the contestants is in fact blind, I think 
they’ve had enough of my hot takes for 
the next few weeks.

That’s, almost exactly, where Rave 
comes in. Rave allows you to watch and 
interact with a vast amount of content, 
from Netflix films and series, to Reddit 
subreddits, to YouTube videos and 
more. By interaction, we mean you can 
watch the content on your device while 
simultaneously chatting to others from 
across the globe that have also chosen 
to watch that piece of content.

Popular live streams are listed on the 
Rave homepage, where you can join 
with a bunch of randoms. However, 
we found ourselves with some rather 
unsavory drop-ins making nefarious use 
of their mic capabilities. We’ll leave you 
to figure that one out.

But no problem – Rave lets you start 
your own watching parties. Pick your 
favorite film or TV episode and invite 
contacts from your Contacts app, or on 
Facebook, or those that have the app 
as well, or even those you’ve previously 
interacted with via Rave, to join you 
and discuss the latest Drake video. You 
know, if that’s your thing.

Thankfully, you can also start private 
watching parties with only those you 
know. So, settle in, shut the curtains, 
pretend the world isn’t burning and 
experience a good old-fashioned 
movie night.

So that’s the basics. Does it work well? 
It sure does. The app finds a way to 
ensure everything’s easily accessible 
no matter what orientation your device 
is in, or whether you’re focusing on the 
chat or the content. You can even view 
a map of what other Ravers are in the 
world are watching at that point in time, 
and the app will still show a tiny circular 
window in the bottom left so you can 
tap back in when you’re ready.

Naturally, the scope is huge. And even 
if you just want to watch something but 
you might want to interact later, why 
not start a rave with the TV show you 
fancy watching and just wait and see if 
anyone drops in. It’s all good fun.

The only thing we found a little 
frustrating was being able to find 
something by category or genre. 
Instead, you just have to scroll the 
homepage until you find something, 
and invariably you end up dropping in 
halfway through. Something that filters 
by videos that are just starting, or the 
ability to signal the start of something in 
10 minutes would be great. However, 
the experience when you start your 
own pre-planned party and invite VIPs 
only is much better.

It’s also great to see an app like this 
cater for ready-made friendship groups 
and those that may not feel like they 
have someone to call on right now.

So, why not give it a go? Who 
concentrates on anything anymore 
anyway.  n

THE GOOD

Great for hosting watch parties

All kinds of content

Easy to jump into a stream 

THE BAD

Easy to miss the start of streams

Search could be better

Some unsavory types lurking

DOWNLOAD

4.0

VERDICT

A virtual sofa for  
social watching

REVIEW BY ANDY PRICE

It’s easy to jump into active streams

Fall into a random nostalgia hole

The app works in different 
orientation, but always keeps you 

looped into the chat

See where your fellow 
 Ravers are based

Start your own Rave!

https://apps.apple.com/gb/app/rave-watch-together/id929775122


WORDS OUTWORDS OUT

DEVELOPER: Y A QU A
PRICE:  Free to download 

IAP:  $3/£3 to remove ads
SIZE:  47.3 MB 
VERSION:  2.1

Solitaire with alphabet cards 

If you asked us to name an ideal 
genre mash-up to get our readership 

excited, ‘Solitaire word game’ might 
just top the list. Which is precisely 
why Words Out could be your new 
obsession.

This is a game that asks you to deal 
out a deck of cards into four piles, like 
Solitaire. But rather than going by 
numerical and suit order, here the cards 
contain letters that must be formed into 
words.

You start with a letter on each pile, and 
then one letter card is flipped over from 
the deck. Drag it onto the desired row 
to steadily build up words. Be careful 
though – if no word can be formed in a 
row, it’s an instant game over.

That might sound like a tricky 
proposition, but Words Out turns out 
to be much more easy-going than it 
initially seems. Indeed, purists might 
well argue that the game cheats a little 
on both the Solitaire and word game 
sides of the equation. The game will 
always give you a letter that can be 
employed in a word, which means that 
it essentially fudges the whole ‘limited 
deck of cards’ concept.

Place that concession to one side, 
though, and you’ll find a deeply 
compelling little word game here. 
Your biggest foes are the numerically 
limited deck and your own ambition, 
particularly as the levels tick by and the 
cap on word length is steadily lifted. 
We often found ourselves running out 
of cards in our bid to spell out a string 
of lengthy words.

There are special use cards that will 
grant bonuses, such as increasing 
your deck or doubling the value of 
a word. There’s also a random letter 
card that can both save an awkward 
word and send you off in a completely 
unexpected direction. But generally 
you need to rely on efficient word 
building and cashing your words out at 
the right moment.

Besides the whole deck-fudging 
element, Words Out falls short on 
a couple of small points. There’s no 
ability to go back and play with the 
smaller word limits once you’ve move 
on to higher levels, for example. 
Indeed, there’s a total lack of additional 
modes here.

It would have been nice if you could 
touch and hold on a special card to 
have a reminder of its effect, but there’s 
no such provision. We also experienced 
a slight hitch in unlocking the ad-free 
version of the game, though a couple of 
‘restore purchase’ prompts seemed to 
shake things loose.

All niggles aside, Words Out is an 
extremely well balanced and satisfying 
word game. The Solitaire angle works 
really well, with a well-judged balance 
of strategy and vocabulary. As genre 
mash-ups go, this one’s a winner.  n

THE GOOD

Compelling mix of words and cards

Neat word-building system

Mixture of strategy and vocabulary

THE BAD

Not for word game purists

Lack of modes and level switching

DOWNLOAD

4.0

VERDICT

Solitaire with letter cards

REVIEW by JON MUNDY

Complete words to secure 
 the points target

Longer words score more

Misspelling a word means  
instant game over

The blank card will always input an 
appropriate letter

https://apps.apple.com/gb/app/words-out/id1471769946


GESTURESGESTURES

DEVELOPER: Vaclav Krivanek
PRICE:  Free to download

IAP:  Optional
SIZE:  76.1 MB 
VERSION:  0.9

Challenging but basic arcade game

Well, we haven’t seen a game like 
this in awhile. And you know 

what? Despite it’s formulaic approach 
to using taps like they’ve just been 
invented, it’s actually quite refreshing.

This is the type of game that first 
started rising on the App Store in the 
early days, when the touchscreen was 
still a novelty. But now that apps and 
games are moving to subscription 
models, or hiding behind the Arcade 
paywall, something as simple and 
straightforward as Gestures reminds us 
what a great pick-up-and-play device 
the iPhone is.

The name of the game is to tap. That’s 
basically it. There isn’t a semblance of 
a narrative, leaning instead on its laser 
quest-style retro-futuristic design. Tap 
on discs that rapidly appear across 
the game board until the level, well, 
decides you’ve tapped enough.

The game gradually introduces new 
mechanisms, but always keeps things 
simple – perhaps adding numbers that 
indicate how many times you have to 
tap to clear each disc, or additional 
obstacles you should avoid which, if 
tapped, will lose you a life.

The challenge comes purely though 
the breakneck speed. If you’re looking 
for something to keep your mind and 
reflexes sharp, we’d say this’ll do a 
pretty decent job. There are 100 levels 
and you’ll make your way through the 
first handful easily. But eventually, the 
speed becomes intense as the number 
of discs increases and you’ll inevitably 
find some time out and lose you a life.

Gestures is a free to play game but 
there are some in-app purchases which 
increase coin collection, which in turn 
can buy you some largely innocuous 
power-ups. Thankfully, this system is 
very unintrusive, allowing you to easily 
pay without playing.

Overall, Gestures is a fun little game 
with a solid challenge – but we can’t 
help feeling like it completely lacks in 
inspiration and personality, and we do 
wonder whether we’ll even remember 
its existence in a week’s time. The 
problem is it’s almost too simple. The 
approach is similar to whack-a-mole, 
but whereas the fact that you were 
whacking a mole on the head each 
time it raises its head is its personality, 
Gestures USP seems to be: vague outer 
space vibes?

But give it a go – after all, we don’t get 
anywhere near as many accessible free-
to-play arcade-style games anymore.  n

THE GOOD

Free to play

A serious challenge

Very fast reflexive gameplay

THE BAD

Lacking in personality

Very basic

DOWNLOAD

3.0

VERDICT

Good test of reflexes  
but a little lacking

REVIEW by ANDY PRICE

Tap the numbered discs as fast  
as you can to clear them

Infinity mode uses the full board

If you don’t tap the discs within a few 
seconds, you’ll lose the game

Later levels get pretty stressful

https://apps.apple.com/us/app/gestures-tap-them-down/id1493254850


The humble hidden object game 
gets a major charm injection 

with this delightful effort from Crazy 
Monkey Studios. Each puzzle is like 
a densely detailed, finely illustrated 
page from a Where’s Waldo book, 
only here they’ve been animated and 
set to music. Add in an advanced 
progression system that’s not too 
exacting for beginners and casual 
gamers, whilst simultaneously 
rewarding for the perfectionists 
among us, and you have the perfect 
time waster for those that are stuck at 
home.  n

HIDDEN HIDDEN 
THROUGH TIMETHROUGH TIME
PRICE:  $2/£2
SIZE:  226 MB    VERSION:  1.0.4

A   so-called ‘minimalist habit tracker’ 
with an effective combination of 

crisp, modern fonts and retro pixel-
art. Each pixel mark you make in your 
day adds another square to an abstract 
tapestry of your achievements. The idea 
is not merely to look great (though it 
really does), but to foster awareness of 
your activities and achievements across 
a period of time. This could be just the 
app you need to keep you productive 
and positive.  n

DOWNLOAD

PIXELISTPIXELIST  
 
PRICE:  $1/£1
SIZE:  24.8 MB    VERSION:  1.0

DOWNLOAD

A lot of websites and social networks 
are annoyingly prescriptive when 

it comes to text formatting, preventing 
you from playing around with spacing 
(like Instagram) or even italicizing and 
bolding text (like iMessage). Spacie lets 
you type out messages precisely how 
you want them, then share them to your 
chosen service. It’s a simple tool, and 
not a particularly pretty or elegant one. 
But for a certain type of user, it’s going 
to be a lifesaver.  n

DOWNLOAD

FLEXRISFLEXRIS
 
PRICE:  FREE ($3/£3 full unlock)
SIZE: 116 MB    VERSION:  1.2

https://apps.apple.com/us/app/pixelist-habit-tracker/id1317636216
https://apps.apple.com/app/id1483947937
https://apps.apple.com/app/id1501053082


FEATURE

iPad is 10 
 

As the tablet celebrates its tenth 
birthday, we chart the ways in 

which it changed the world

The original iPad was announced 
on January 26, 2010. But only on 
its release on April 3 (assuming you 
could get hold of one – no mean feat!) 
did it become obvious how truly 
revolutionary the device was.

These days, some pundits have 
written off iPad as an also-ran. Sure, 
sales have slowed since its meteoric 
debut; but iPad remains a hugely 
popular device – and deservedly so 
– selling millions of units annually. 
Here’s why.

1. It defied convention
Prior to iPad, most tablets were like 
oddball chunky laptops with the 
keyboard sliced off. These bulky units 
were often peppered with buttons 
and legacy PC ports. Many lacked 
multitouch and required a stylus.

iPad bucked the trend, more or less 
reimagining the iPhone/iPod touch 
as a larger handheld touchscreen 
device. Naturally, many pundits joked 
iPad would be Apple’s biggest flop. 
They were wrong.

2. Apple showed 
confidence in design
With iPad, Apple shook up portable 
computing design and showed how 
things should be done. iPad was 
iconic from the start, and its front face 
was blissfully lacking in branding.

Rivals subsequently cloned Apple’s 
refined minimalism — although few 
go quite far enough, still lacking the 
bravery to omit a corporate logo that 
forever stares you in the face.

3. The iPad made 
tablets viable
Prior to iPad, tablets were a curiosity. 
No-one really knew what they were 
for, and there was little thirst for 
them outside of users lurking at the 
extremes of tech.

Apple sold 300,000 iPads on day 
one. Within a month, a million were 
in the hands of mostly delighted 
people. This initial pace wasn’t 
sustainable, but Apple made the 
form factor desirable. Products like 
Samsung Galaxy Tab and Amazon Fire 
wouldn’t exist without iPad.

4. It was computing  

for the masses
By refining the computing 
experience, discarding cruft built up 
over decades since the original Mac 
arrived, Apple got to start anew. And 
because of this, iPad had an elegance 
and simplicity that just didn’t — and 
still doesn’t — exist on the desktop.

The result was a powerful handheld 
computer accessible to the masses. 
If you wanted your gran to email and 
use the internet, iPad was the way. 
And it was also great for anyone 
who’d had enough of the hassles of 
traditional computers!

5. There was a battery  

life revolution
Bigger devices have room for bigger 
batteries. The original iPad was 
no exception. Through brilliantly 
designed power usage, you could 
feasibly use the thing for hours, leave 
it idle for days, and then continue.

Some laptops at the time claimed 
they could match iPad’s battery life. 
Few could in real-world scenarios. 
That your iPad could get through an 
entire day without recharging made 
it all the more useful – for work and 
play.

by CRAIG GRANNELL

The original iPad, for which Apple 
was confident enough to omit its 
brand from the entire front face

The iPad’s form factor combined  
with smart software design ensured 

its battery lasted for ages



6. The iPad was  

massively multitouch
From day one, the iPhone was 
capable of accepting multitouch 
input — up to five digits could interact 
with the screen at any one time. This 
was useful for everything from music 
apps to experimental gaming. iPad 
turned that up to 11.

Being able to use all ten fingers at 
once (and perhaps your nose) might 
seem like overkill, but this further 
unlocked the potential of the iPad as 
a creative canvas, and differentiated 
it from iPhone – let alone what went 
previously.

7. It freed the creative 
process
Prior to the iPad, digital creativity 
was mostly tethered to a plug point. 
Sure, you had the odd person finger-
painting on a phone, or tapping away 
on a laptop in a café or park. Mostly, 
though, people created at a desk.

The iPad form factor changed all that. 
You could find inspiration in varied 
surroundings, for example writing 
songs while relaxing on the couch, or 
transforming your tablet into a digital 
sketchpad you could take anywhere 
— and that you almost forgot was a 
computer while using it.

8. Software was 
reimagined for touch
Although iffy hardware meant tablets 
never really took off before iPad, 
software was also to blame. You got 
half-hearted attempts to shoe-horn 
existing desktop software into a 
tablet. The results were often fiddly 
and frustrating to use.

With iPad, Apple and other 
developers started from scratch, 
creating pro-grade apps and games 
with touch as the primary input 
method. The ecosystem explosion 
was such that Apple has since 
expanded macOS to help app 
creators more easily convert iPad 
apps to the Mac.

9. iPad made computing 
focused again
Multitasking became increasingly 
prevalent as technology grew more 
powerful. The snag is people aren’t 
geared to doing several things at 
once.

With iPad, the device became the 
app that was running, forcing you 
to give it your full attention. This 
approach had its limitations and 
detractors, but it was much harder 
to get distracted than when using 
a laptop simultaneously running 
dozens of apps.

10. Tablets replaced bulk
The form factor of iPads combined 
with their versatility meant they 
quickly replaced bulky reference 
tomes. Airline pilots were seen using 
digital guides rather than paper 
equivalents. Restaurants would 
provide allergen listings on iPads. 
Medical staff would use them for 
reference and cataloging.

Elsewhere, other electronics were 
supplanted by Apple’s tablet (or 
its rivals), like checkout terminals. 
Although quite why no-one infused 
the relevant apps with old-school 
cha-ching sound effects, we’ll never 
know.

The future of iPad
Not everything is perfect with iPad. 
Apple in some ways stood still 
while rivals clamored to catch up. 
Notably, Apple seemed reluctant 
to add mouse/trackpad support, 
despite many people wanting the 
tablet to ‘be’ a laptop under certain 
circumstances.

As of iPadOS 13.4, this limitation is 
gone, with full support for Apple’s 
Magic Mouse and Magic Trackpad, 
a new iPad Magic Keyboard (with 
trackpad) on the way, and third-party 
equivalents imminent. Our hope 
is we’ll also soon see full external 
display support (so an iPad Pro could 
effectively become a desktop), and 
coherence come to increasingly 
baffling iPad multitasking.

iPad should always remain touch-
first. That’s where it most excels. But 
when unveiling the original iPad back 
in 2010, then-Apple CEO Steve Jobs 
emphasized the device’s flexibility 
and adaptability. Just because iPad 
could sometimes be laptop-like or 
even desktop-like, that won’t take 
anything away from it being the best 
tablet around.  n

The original GarageBand for iPad 
took advantage of the device’s 

multitouch capabilities

Apple’s redesigned keyboard for  
the 2020 iPad Pro
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Mouse/Trackpad

How to use the all-new  
cursor support in iPadOS 13.4

Apple’s iPadOS 13.4 is here – and 
with it is an all-new mouse cursor, 
designed with the Magic Keyboard 
+ Trackpad in mind. However, you 
don’t need the new keyboard (or 
even a new iPad) to use the cursor. 
Instead, all you need is a mouse or 
trackpad and an iPad running iPadOS 
13.4 or later.

In this example, we’ll be connecting 
a mouse – but just know this will work 
exactly the same way with a trackpad.

How to connect

Mice come in all shapes and sizes. 
And the good news is that iPadOS 
13.4 pretty much supports them 
all. You can use the new cursor with 
a wireless Bluetooth mouse or a 
traditional wired USB mouse.

For wireless mice that connect via 
Bluetooth, make sure your mouse 
is in Pair mode and that Bluetooth 
is enabled. Then launch Settings 
and tap Bluetooth. First, make sure 
that Bluetooth on your device is 
On, then look for your mouse in the 
list of available devices. When you 
see it, tap it and your mouse should 
connect.

For wired mice, you’ll need a 
dongle to connect the USB cable to 
your device. You’ll want to find an 
adapter that takes USB-A and turns 
it into either a USB-C or Lightning 
connector, depending on which port 
your iPad has. Once you plug your 
wired mouse in, the cursor should 
automatically appear on-screen.

Once connected, you can customize 
how the mouse functions in the 
Settings app by tapping General, 
and then Trackpad & Mouse.

The point of the pointer

The new iPad cursor answers a call 
from people who use the portable 
(but powerful) iPad Pro as their main 
computer. The touch screen is great, 
but it can be imprecise – selecting 
text or making careful edits to images 
can be difficult when using an index 
finger. So Apple’s brought a new kind 
of interaction to iPadOS.

This cursor is different from a 
traditional desktop cursor because it 
dynamically changes depending on 
the action it’s about to perform. It’s 
ordinarily a small, round blob. But 
when you hover over text, it becomes 
a caret (a text cursor).

When you’re resizing text boxes in 
Pages, it changes to a pair of arrows. 
And when it hovers over a button, it 
disappears entirely and the button 
itself enlarges slightly, to show that 
it’s about to be selected.

It all feels very tactile, and the 
contextual clues really help to keep 
things simple.

So for folks who word process on 
their iPad, or who edit images and 
video on their iPad, or who write 
code on their iPad, the cursor is 
going to be a nice addition to their 
workflow – especially if they pick up 
Apple’s upcoming Magic Keyboard + 
Trackpad (available in May 2020).

The good news for everyone else, 
though, is that the iPad is one step 
closer to functioning as a serious 
computer while retaining everything 
we love about the tablet.  n



Video Meetings

How to choose the best video 
conferencing app for you

Working from home can be hard – 
especially if you and your colleagues 
haven’t figured out the best way 
to hold virtual meetings. While 
Messenger, WhatsApp, and FaceTime 
are useful for quick-fire texts or short 
video calls, none are purpose-built 
video conferencing apps designed 
for remote working.

So instead, let’s take a look at some 
of the App Store’s best and brightest 
apps for video conferencing, and 
break down exactly what each service 
has to offer so you can choose which 
is the perfect fit for you – and your 
colleagues.

Skype

The main reason Skype might be a 
smart choice is that everybody knows 
its name – it’s a household brand that 
ushered in the age of video calling. 

For smaller businesses it’s a solid 
option for video conferencing, 
supporting up to 50 participants. 
Skype for Business increases this 
figure to 250. However, while Skype 
is a decent (and popular) option, 
it doesn’t feel quite so swish and 
isn’t as feature-rich as some of its 
competitors. Some users report that it 
isn’t as user-friendly, either.

In many ways, Skype feels like a 
video calling app better suited to 
making social calls. For modern age 
businesses, another option might be 
a better fit.

Google Hangouts Meet

Google Hangouts Meet – which is 
specially designed for businesses – is 
great for meeting and working with 
external clients from outside your 
workplace. It’s also a smart choice for 
businesses already using Google’s G 
Suite.

One of the reasons why Google 
Hangouts Meet is good for working 
with external clients is because 
the service runs from a Web app – 
there’s no additional software for 
participants in a video conference call 
to download. This could save you a 
lot of time. It also supports up to 250 
participants and the interface is crisp 
and clean.

Google Hangouts Meet also captions 
conversations in real-time, making 
video conferencing more accessible 
for those who have a hearing 
impairment or who may speak 
another language.

And for G Suite users, it integrates 
well with Google’s other services, 
like Calendar and Drive. For instance, 
you can record calls and save them 
straight to Drive with a tap of a 
button.

Plus, Google Hangouts Meet is 
currently available free of charge for 
all G Suite and Education customers 
to support users through the 
coronavirus pandemic.

Microsoft Teams

Part of Office 365, Microsoft Teams 
is a more comprehensive service for 
communicating with colleagues. You 
might choose this option if you’d like 
an all-in-one service for chatroom 
chatting, calling, and collaborating. 
Teams does it all, while adding in a 
few extra features.

One of those is “blur background” – 
when it’s enabled, you won’t need 
to worry about tidying your house 
before making a video call. And like 
Google Teams Meet, Microsoft Teams 
supports live captioning, too.

Plus, the broadcast feature (which 
allows anyone to tune into a video 
broadcast) might be especially useful 
in higher education.

While coronavirus continues to rage, 
Teams can be yours free of charge for 
six months – five months longer than 
the usual trial version.

ZOOM Cloud Meetings

ZOOM could be the perfect solution 
for businesses or education – 
provided your meetings or seminars 
aren’t going to last more than 40 
minutes.

This is because unlike its competitors, 
ZOOM’s free tier lets a large number 
of people join a meeting – up to 100 
– but limits these calls to 40 minutes 
long (which may be a good thing, 
depending on your workplace).

You can also raise a hand to ask 
to speak, or share your screen 
with colleagues. Plus, ZOOM can 
dynamically switch whoever is 
currently talking front and center. This 
happens quickly and responsively, 
ensuring video calls feel a little more 
natural.

And of course, if you need longer 
than 40 minutes, ZOOM’s paid tier 
removes this limit.

Houseparty

Houseparty is a little different, and 
best suited to keeping the social side 
of work relationships alive during 
remote working. Think of it as the 
virtual version of water-cooler chat.

It’s free of charge and cross-platform, 
available for both iOS and Android. 
The concept is something different: 
Houseparty alerts you when your 
friends are “in the house” and lets you 
jump into a conversation quickly and 
effortlessly. 

It aims to make remote conversations 
more accessible – if someone has the 
app open on their device, that means 
they want to chat, meaning there’s no 
danger of ill-timed or rejected calls! 
The app also has some party games 
included for when you want to forget 
about work and have some fun.

So there you have it. While Microsoft 
Teams is a smart service that 
does it all, the right kind of video 
conferencing app for you is going 
to depend on your needs. The great 
news is that during the coronavirus 
pandemic, free trials are being 
expanded so for once, cost isn’t 
going to be a barrier.  n

SKYPE

HANGOUTS

TEAMS

ZOOM

HOUSEPARTY

https://apps.apple.com/uy/app/skype-for-iphone/id304878510?ign-mpt=uo%3D2
https://apps.apple.com/fi/app/id643496868
https://apps.apple.com/gb/app/microsoft-teams/id1113153706
https://apps.apple.com/gb/app/zoom-cloud-meetings/id546505307
https://apps.apple.com/gb/app/houseparty/id1065781769


Stop Motion Animation

Make a mini masterpiece  
with Stop Motion Studio

Found yourself stuck at home with a 
lot of time on your hands? If you feel 
like stretching those creative muscles, 
you might want to have a crack at 
creating a stop-motion film.

Anyone who’s seen one of Aardman’s 
Wallace & Gromit productions, or 
even The Lego Movie, will know 
all about stop-motion animation. It 
typically involves taking little figurines 
(though anything would work) and 
painstakingly moving them one frame 
at a time to create an animation. 
Here’s how to shoot your own herky-
jerky homespun masterpiece.

Assemble the pieces

You might think it requires a costly 
set-up to pull off such a specialised 
form of animation. But really, all you 
need is an app, a little patience, some 
toys or Play-doh, and some steady 
hands.

First, download Stop Motion Studio. 
It’s free, with a $5/£5 IAP for the 
full experience, which includes 
features like adding titles and erasing 
elements in post-production.

Next, cast your actors. Articulated 
toys work well, though you might 
want to grab some Blu Tack to keep 
them upright when moving their 
legs. Another great option is to build 
figures out of Play-doh.

Set the scene

Position your figures for the first shot. 
We’d recommend using a clear, flat, 
hard, well-lit surface. Apply Blu Tack 
to the feet of any articulated figures.

Now set up your iPhone. This is the 
tricky bit, because you’ll need to 
keep your device completely still 
throughout the process.

If you have a stand or tripod, that 
would be ideal. Otherwise, build 
something to prop your iPhone in 
position, using the camera app to 
frame the shot if necessary.

Pro tip: you can click the button on 
Apple’s wired headphones to snap a 
photo without jostling your device!

Shoot away

Now open the app and hit + New 
Movie. Make sure the shot is framed 
properly and hit the camera icon in 
the top right corner.

Hit the record button to take 
each shot, moving your scene 
along in between. The smaller the 
movements, the smoother the 
animation will be. Use the timer 
button above the record button if you 
want to automatically take shots at a 
regular interval.

Hit the Play button below the shutter 
button to instantly preview your 
animation.

Extra tools

The tool button to the bottom left 
lets you apply a shooting grid. Press 
and hold it, then tap + to add safe 
areas, paths for your figures to follow, 
drawings and more (some of which 
are premium features).

The button to the top left of the 
viewfinder enables the ‘onion skin’ 
effect, which overlays previous frames 
to help you with proper alignment.

Tweak your film

The app automatically saves your 
progress. Hit the back-up button in 
the top right to go to a timeline view 
and review each shot.

Hit the + button on the left if you want 
to add images, title and credits, audio 
or video clips to your production. Hit 
the Settings cog below to change the 
nature of the recording itself (filters, 
speed, resolution, aspect ratio etc).

Note that you’ll need the full app 
unlocked to access all of these more 
advanced functions. Head back to the 
app’s title screen, then press and hold 
on your video to open up the sharing 
options.  n

STOP MOTION STUDIO

https://apps.apple.com/us/app/stop-motion-studio/id441651297


Ask an expert
Your questions answered

No time to drop into the Apple Store 
and ask the Genius Bar for help with 
your iPhone? Maybe our resident expert 
could help instead!

If you have a question, send it to swipe-
ideas@intelligenti.com and we may 
include the answer in the next issue of 
Swipe!

Q What can I do if my iPhone 
breaks while all the Apple 
Stores are closed?  - Katie

Apple’s retail stores are currently closed 
amidst the Coronavirus pandemic. So if 
your usual response to a faulty device is 
to book an appointment with your local 
Genius Bar, you’ll have to rethink your 
approach. Luckily, there are other ways.

Apple’s website remains fully open 
at this time, meaning you can still 
purchase new devices online. It also 
means you can initiate repairs from the 
comfort of your own home.

Head to support.apple.com/repair 
in your web browser and press Start a 
repair request. You’ll need to answer 
a few questions about the device in 
question and confirm the best type of 
support for your circumstances.

Most issues can be fixed remotely. If you 
arrange to send in a device for repair, 
Apple sends out a suitable package 
with a pre-paid shipping label. Simply 
mail this out and Apple will fix it and 
send it right back to you. Easy, right?

Repair prices vary wildly depending 
on what the problem is, which device 
you have, and whether it’s still covered 
by warranty, Apple Care, or regional 
consumer law. Apple will confirm any 
charges before you send anything off, 
but if you want a ballpark figure you 
can find the standard pricing for screen 
repairs and battery repairs online.

The process is obviously a bit longer 
than a simple one-day fix from a retail 
store, but at the moment it’s the best 
option for most of us. Good luck!

Now turn the page to see what’s in 
your next issue of Swipe

mailto:swipe-ideas%40intelligenti.com?subject=Question%20for%20Swipe
mailto:swipe-ideas%40intelligenti.com?subject=Question%20for%20Swipe
https://support.apple.com/repair
https://support.apple.com/iphone/repair/service/screen-replacement
https://support.apple.com/iphone/repair/service/screen-replacement
https://support.apple.com/iphone/repair/service/battery-power


In your next packed issue...

Reviews
Stay informed on the latest 
and greatest apps and 
games for iOS

Features & Roundups
•  Best way to learn guitar with your iPhone
•  Part two of our Apple Watch app roundup
•  iCloud Drive folder sharing in iOS 13.4
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Latest news
Catch up on all the most 
recent news from the world 
of Apple and iPhone

Keep in contact...

Liked This?
Tap here to review us on the 

App Store so we can continue to bring you 
more useful advice and tips

http://www.facebook.com/swipenewsapp
http://www.twitter.com/swipenewsapp
mailto:swipe%40intellgienti.com?subject=Feedback%20for%20Swipe%2056
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/id523628077?mt=8&affId=1836145
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